Persistent Achieves AWS DevOps Competency Status
Recognizes critical DevOps expertise to enhance collaboration
and accelerate time to market, adds to AWS Competency
designations Persistent achieved to date
Santa Clara, Calif.; Pune, India. July 13, 2020

News summary:
Persistent Systems (BSE and NSE: Persistent), an Advanced Consulting Partner in the Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Partner Network (APN), today announced it has achieved AWS DevOps
Competency status. This designation recognizes Persistent’s experience helping organizations
implement continuous integration and delivery practices and helping them automate
infrastructure provisioning and management with configuration management tools on AWS.
In addition to the AWS DevOps Competency, Persistent has also previously achieved the AWS
Data and Analytics Competency, AWS SaaS Competency, and AWS IoT Competency
designations.
AWS enables scalable, flexible and cost-effective solutions from startups to global enterprises.
To support the seamless integration and deployment of these solutions, AWS established the
AWS Competency Program to help customers identify consulting and technology APN Partners
with demonstrated technical proficiency and proven success in specialized solution areas.
Organizations are embracing DevOps-centric delivery models to increase collaboration between
development and operations. Enterprises need to work with companies that can provide
enhanced DevOps capabilities and services for continuous software delivery that enables them
to seize market opportunities and reduce time-to-customer feedback.
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Persistent has extensive experience in a wide range of IT implementation and development
solutions with AWS. Persistent has a proven track record of composing the digital mosaic of
cloud-based platforms and applications with the required know-how around integration and user
interfaces. The company is focused on enabling organizations to be software-driven, primarily in
the healthcare, banking/financial services, and manufacturing sectors.
“Working with AWS helps us deliver many of the cutting edge, cloud-based solutions our clients
need. Our DevOps approach gives us incredible agility and is a critical part of building the digital
mosaic. We bring just the right combination and integration of cloud-based services that get
clients to value fast. By adding the AWS DevOps Competency to the other AWS Competency
designations we have achieved to date, we continue to value the breadth of services and
innovation that AWS provides.”
Quote from Chris O’Connor, CEO of Persistent Systems

Persistent DevOps Solutions
Persistent offers DevOps assessment, automation and management solutions to help
enterprises prioritize projects, set up automated release/build processes and continuously
monitor and manage infrastructure and application performance.

Learn more about Persistent’s DevOps approach here.
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About Persistent Systems
Persistent Systems (BSE & NSE: PERSISTENT) is a global solutions company delivering digital business
acceleration, enterprise modernization and digital product engineering for businesses across all industries
and geographies.
www.persistent.com

Forward-looking and Cautionary Statements
For risks and uncertainties relating to forward-looking statements, please visit www.persistent.com/FLCS
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